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Abstract. An approach to the 3D intelligent video surveillance based on the means of the objectoriented logic programming is proposed. In contrast to the conventional 2D video surveillance,
the methods of 3D vision provide reliable recognition of parts of the human body that makes
possible a new statement of the problem and efficient practical application of methods of people
behaviour analysis in the video surveillance systems. The logic-based approach to the intelligent
video surveillance allows easy definition of people complex behaviour in terms of simpler activities
and postures. The goal of this work is to implement the advantages of the logic programming
approach in the area of 3D intelligent video surveillance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
[9], [10], person identification [11], [12], face
The 3D video surveillance term has different
recognition [13], posture recognition [14], [15],
meanings in research papers:
gesture recognition [16], people counting [17],
1. Initially, this term was associated with
human activity recognition [18], etc. because
advanced video surveillance systems
the use of the 3D/2.5D data makes possible to
supporting real-time 3D visualization of
solve many complicated problems of computer
indoor environment, buildings, and people
vision caused by the presence of shadows,
to be monitored, as well as application of
variations in illumination, view-point changes,
virtual and augmented reality technologies in
cluttered background, and occlusions. And a
the video surveillance [1]–[4].
more important point is in that this technological
2. This term could be associated also with soadvance enables progress in solving complex
called 3D approaches to motion recovery
intelligent video surveillance problems [19]
from 2D images [5].
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like human-human interaction recognition and
prediction [20], abnormal event detection for
healthcare systems [21]-[23], unusual events
detection [24], the behaviour of customers [25],
monitoring of people with disabilities [26], [27],
aggressive behaviour and anger detection [28],
gait recognition [29] and biometric surveillance
[30], and analyzing the human motion to aid
clinical decision making [31], [32].
In contrast to the conventional 2D video
surveillance, the methods of 3D vision
provide reliable recognition of the parts
of the human body that makes possible a
new statement of the problem and efficient
practical application of methods of people
behaviour analysis in the video surveillance
systems. According to [33], people behaviour
is a kind of activity which is a response to
some stimuli (internal, external, conscious, or
unconscious). For example, such interactions
of people as a friendly handshake, a fight, the
stealing of a suitcase from another person,
etc. could be forms of behaviour. Analysis of
the behaviour requires information about the
context and other factors influencing it [33].
This information can include video scene
geometry, place and presence of objects,
time constraints, etc. Thus, the availability
of exact information about the co-ordinates
of the parts of the body and scene geometry
provided by means of the 3D vision is a key to
the automation of people behaviour analysis,
recognition, and understanding.
Mathematical logic and logic programming
were recognized as convenient means for video
scene context description and analysis. The idea
of the logic programming based approach to the
people behaviour analysis is in usage of logical
rules for description and analysis of people
activities. Knowledge about the human body
structure, object properties, time constraints,
and scene geometry is encoded in the form of
the rules in a logic language and is applied to
the output data of some low-level procedures of
detection of people and objects.
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This idea was developed in the framework
of the conventional 2D intelligent video
surveillance, and there are a lot of studies based
on it. The usage of temporal logic programs
in the W4 real-time system for representation
of actions and analysis of people movements
was reported in [34]. The VidMAP video
surveillance system that combines real-time
computer vision algorithms with the Prologbased logic programming had been announced
in [35]. Later this research group has proposed
an extension of the predicate logic with the
bilattice formalism that permits processing of
uncertainty in the reasoning about the video
scenes [36]. The VERSA general purpose
framework for defining and recognizing events
in live or recorded surveillance video streams was
described in [37]. The VERSA system is based
on SWI-Prolog. A real-time complex audiovideo event detection based on the Answer
Set Programming approach was proposed in
[38]. Heuristic rules based on a temporal logic
are used for describing semantics of video
scenes in [39]. A system [40] was designed for
recognition of so-called long-term activities
(such as "fight" or "meeting") consisting of
sequences of short-term activities (such as
"walking", "running", "active movement on the
spot", "standstill", and "sharp movements")
using a logic programming implementation
of the Event Calculus. Later this approach
was extended to handle the uncertainty that
occurs in human activity recognition [41].
The ProbLog probabilistic logic language was
used for this purpose. A Prolog-based video
surveillance framework for robust detecting
abandoned objects was described in [42]. It is
believed that the system automatically identifies
interrelations between the observed people in
order to draw a conclusion about who exactly
owns the observed objects, and thus reduce the
probability of a false alarm.
Curiously there are not so many papers that
utilize logic programming for 3D video data
processing. The method of recognition of
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long-term activities [40] was adapted [26] for
processing the data collected with the help of
Kinect. The monitoring system is intended for
the analysis of the behaviour of a person in a
support room. As reported in [26], the skeleton
data were not used for the analysis of long-term
activities though the author calculates so-called
Activity Level coefficient on the base of the
average displacement of all tracked and inferred
joints of the skeleton. The probabilistic approach
to the long-term activity recognition [41] was
adapted to the development of a distributed
monitoring system [43] that provides health-care
assistance in a smarthome setting. A reasoning
engine based on the Description Logics (DL)
formalism was used for Kinect-based posture
and gesture recognition [44]. Prolog rules
were used in the RoboSherlock system [45]
to distinguish between actions such as "take",
"put", "fill", "push". The logical inference
takes into account context information about
the properties of the objects. For example, to
recognize the "fill" action, it is necessary to
know that the object manipulated by a person is
a container, food, or an ingredient [45].
The logic-based approach to the intelligent
video surveillance has the following obvious
advantages [26]:
1. One can easily incorporate domain knowledge
into the recognition process.
2. Reasoning about the behaviour of people
can be very difficult, but for the developer
of the system of intelligent video
surveillance, it always remains fundamentally
understandable.
3. One can easily define a complex activity in
terms of simpler activities.
Our goal is to implement these advantages
of the logic approach in the area of the 3D
intelligent video surveillance by means of the
object-oriented logic programming.

OBJECT-ORIENTED LOGIC PROGRAMMING
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2. THE OBJECT-ORIENTED
LOGIC PROGRAMMING OF
THE INTELLIGENT VIDEO
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
The method of the object-oriented logic
programming of the intelligent video
surveillance systems was developed in [46][52]. The distinctive features of the method
are usage of the Actor Prolog object-oriented
logic language [53]-[55] and translation of the
logic programs of intelligent video surveillance
to the Java language [47], [56]. In Actor Prolog
the text of a logic program consists of separate
classes [53]. Parallel processes represent a kind
of instances of classes [54]. The object-oriented
means of the logic language allow one to split
a program to interacting parallel processes that
implement various stages of image processing
and scene analysis while translation to the Java
language provides a high performance sufficient
for analyzing real-time video, as well as reliability
and stability of the work of the intelligent video
surveillance software.
A conventional approach to recognition of
human activity includes low-level and high-level
stages of the video processing. In the case of
the 2D video surveillance, the low-level stage
includes background subtraction of a video
image, detection of people and cars in the
video image, construction of the trajectories of
moving objects, evaluation of the velocities of
the objects, etc. The high-level stage includes
logical analysis of graphs of the trajectories that
are supplied by the low-level analysis algorithms
and displaying the results on the screen [50],
[51]. The low-level stage of the video processing
is implemented in Java [57] in special built-in
classes of Actor Prolog.
Since the 2D video surveillance cannot
provide a stable recognition of human body
parts in most real-world applications, the
graphs are used for describing trajectories of
blobs (separated areas of a foreground image).
The graphs include information about the coordinates and the velocities of the blobs, as
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well as a set of statistical metrics describing the
regularity of the motion [48]. The blob motion
statistics is collected by the low-level analysis
procedures and is used for discrimination of
running people, people riding bicycles, and cars
in the video scene. Usually simple fuzzy inference
is implemented for this purpose on the base of
the statistical metrics and standard arithmetical
predicates of the logic language.
In the case of the 3D video surveillance, the
goals of the low-level video analysis are essentially
different. For instance, the standard software of
the Kinect 2 time-of-flight camera can provide a
ready for use foreground blobs, as well as up to
six skeletons of people to be monitored [6], [18],
[19], [58]-[61]. Thus, the minimal pre-processing
of the data can include just a conversion of
the images of the skeletons into the terms of
the logic language. The high-level stage of the
video data processing can be implemented in
accordance with the former principles but the
information about the video scene is essentially
more complete, that gives an opportunity to
infer much more of logical consequences on the
semantics of the video scene.
3. AN EXAMPLE OF LOGICAL
INFERENCE ON 3D DATA
Let us consider a simple logic program that
analyses 3D data collected using the Kinect 2
ToF camera.
The data include depth maps and images
of skeletons of people, but the program has
to analyze the images of the skeletons only
and the depth maps are to be used only for the
visualization of the video scene. Each skeleton
contains 25 joints of various statuses (See
Fig. 1). The statuses of joints of skeleton can be
the following:
1. Tracked – the corresponding part of the
body is directly observed by the camera.
2. Inferred – the position of the joint is a
hypothetical one.
3. Unknown – the device has no information
about this joint.
2 ISSUE | VOLUME 9 | 2017 | RENSIT
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Fig. 1. The images of skeletons and depth maps are the input data
of the logic program. The depth maps are indicated by colours.

Thus, the following set of domains (data types)
can be defined in Actor Prolog to describe the
data structures to be processed:
DOMAINS:
Skeletons = Skeleton*.

The Skeletons type is a list of elements of
the Skeleton type.
Skeleton = {
identifier: INTEGER,
head: SkeletonJoint,
spine: SkeletonSpine,
left_arm: SkeletonArm,
right_arm: SkeletonArm,
left_leg: SkeletonLeg,
right_leg: SkeletonLeg
}.

The Skeleton type is an underdetermined
set [53] of Actor Prolog. The names of the
elements of the skeleton as well as the names of
corresponding types are obvious:
SkeletonSpine = {
neck: SkeletonJoint,
shoulder: SkeletonJoint,
mid: SkeletonJoint,
base: SkeletonJoint
}.
SkeletonArm = {
shoulder: SkeletonJoint,
elbow: SkeletonJoint,
wrist: SkeletonJoint,
hand: SkeletonJoint,
tip: SkeletonJoint,
thumb: SkeletonJoint
}.
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SkeletonLeg = {
hip: SkeletonJoint,
knee: SkeletonJoint,
ankle: SkeletonJoint,
foot: SkeletonJoint
}.
SkeletonJoint = {
status: SkeletonJointStatus,
position: VertexPosition3D,
orientation: JointOrientation3D
}.

OBJECT-ORIENTED LOGIC PROGRAMMING
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The analyse_skeletons predicate
checks whether there are at least two persons in
the video scene and one person punches in the
face another person. If there are such persons,
the predicate outputs a message in the screen (see
Fig. 2). Here is the definition of the predicate:

CLAUSES:
analyse_skeletons(S):a_hand_of_a_person(S,Id,P),
is_near_a_hand_of_a_colleague(S,Id,P),!,
graphic_window ? draw_text(
The status of a joint is a symbol. Each joint
0.93,0.08,
is characterized by a position in 3D space, i.e.
"A punch in the face is detected!").
by three numbers, by orientation, i.e. by four analyse_skeletons(_).

numbers, and by two pairs of 2D co-ordinates
The a_hand_of_a_person predicate is
that correspond to this joint and are obtained nondeterministic. This predicate returns cofrom the infrared and colour images:
ordinates of hands of persons recognized in the
SkeletonJointStatus =
scene. Note, that in the Actor Prolog language,
’TRACKED’; ’INFERRED’; ’UNKNOWN’. the == operator corresponds to the = ordinary
VertexPosition3D = {
unification of the standard Prolog.
point: Point3D,
velocity: Point3D,
acceleration: Point3D,
mapping1: Point2D,
mapping2: Point2D
}.
JointOrientation3D = q(
Numerical,
Numerical,
Numerical,
Numerical).
Point3D = p(Numerical,Numerical,Numerical).
Point2D = p(Numerical,Numerical).

a_hand_of_a_person([S|_],Id,P):S == {
identifier:Id,
left_arm:{
hand:{
status:’TRACKED’,
position:P|_}
|_}
|_}.
a_hand_of_a_person
([S|_],Id,P):S == {
identifier:Id,
Suppose that images of skeletons are
right_arm:{
transferred from the device in real time. Let us
hand:{
declare a set of predicates analyzing the 3D data:
status:’TRACKED’,
PREDICATES:
position:P|_}
imperative:
analyse_skeletons(Skeletons) - (i);
nondeterm:
a_hand_of_a_person
(Skeletons,INTEGER,VertexPosition3D)
- (i,o,o);
determ:
is_near_a_head_of_a_colleague
(Skeletons,INTEGER,VertexPosition3D)
- (i,i,i);
Fig. 2. A punch in the face is detected by the logic program.
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|_}
|_}.
a_hand_of_a_person([_|R],Id,P):a_hand_of_a_person(R,Id,P).

is_near({point:p(X1,Y1,Z1)|_},
{point:p(X2,Y2,Z2)|_}):Delta== ?sqrt(
?power(X1-X2,2) +
?power(Y1-Y2,2) +
The following definition is used for the
?power(Z1-Z2,2)),
detection of the punch in the face. Execution of
Delta < 0.15,!.
the is_near_a_head_of_a_colleague

For brevity, predicates implementing the
data transferring from the outer world into
the program are not considered here. One can
find a detailed example of this kind in [50].
The analyse_skeletons predicate is to be
called from time to time in the logic program
to analyze images of skeletons recognized in 3D
video frames transferred from the outside.
Note that the key point of this example is
not recognition of the punch in the face (or
recognition of a handshaking) that is a simple
problem, but in that much more complex
logical formulae can be automatically checked
is_near_a_head_of_a_colleague
in the same way. For example, a logic program
([S|_],Id1,P1):can check whether a person shakes hands with
S == {
all people in the room or not, i.e. a program can
identifier:Id2,
make some conclusions on the social status of
head:{
status:’TRACKED’, the person or social relations between all the
position:P2|_} people in the room. The same technique can
|_},
be used to solve urgent problems of intelligent
Id1 <> Id2,
visual surveillance, such as recognizing armed
is_near(P1,P2),!.
attacks, demonstrating threatening poses,
is_near_a_head_of_a_colleague
robberies, etc.
predicate succeeds, if given 3D coordinates of
some person's hand are close enough to the
coordinates of the head of another person.
The predicate checks whether the person
punches in the face of another person, but not
in his own face. For brevity, the velocity of the
movement of the hand and the duration of the
contact are not taken into consideration, but in
a real intelligent visual surveillance application
these attributes are to be checked to provide
acceptable specificity of the recognition
procedure.

([S|_],Id1,P1):S == {
identifier:Id2,
head:{
status:’TRACKED’,
position:P2|_}
|_},
Id1 <> Id2,
is_near(P1,P2),!.
is_near_a_head_of_a_colleague([_|R],Id,P):is_near_a_head_of_a_colleague(R,Id,P).

The is_near predicate is auxiliary. It
checks whether the distance between the given
co-ordinates is small enough. The predicate is
defined using the built-in arithmetical predicates
of Actor Prolog:
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4. CONCLUSION
A method of the logic object-oriented
programming for processing the data obtained
from the equipment for 3D data acquisition in
the intelligent video surveillance systems was
developed. The Actor Prolog object-oriented
logic language and translation of the logic
programs of intelligent video surveillance to the
Java language were used. The object-oriented
means of the Actor Prolog logic language allow
us to split a program into interacting parallel
processes that implement various stages of image
processing and scene analysis while translation to
the Java language provides a high performance
sufficient for analyzing real-time video, as well
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as reliability and stability of the work of the
intelligent video surveillance software. One can
download the software for free from the Web
Site [52].
The application of methods of the logic
object-oriented programming for 3D data
processing gives exciting prospects in the area
of intelligent video surveillance. Progress in this
research area can be achieved by the development
of efficient low-level 3D data processing
algorithms, logic programming languages and
systems for general purpose, and advanced
logical methods of 3D data processing.
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